
Editorial

Detection and significance of subclinical mitral regurgitation by
colour Doppler techniques

Two papers in this issue demonstrate clinical consequences
from the presence of clinically silent mitral regurgitation in
paediatric and adolescent populations. Both are potentially
important as the development of progressive doxorubicin
cardiomyopathy1 and the presence of rheumatic carditis2

have long term implications. A parallel example, which
highlights some of the problems inherent in attempting to
derive clinical conclusions from the presence of mild
regurgitation in an adult population, exists in the recent
“phen/fen” controversy.3 Attempting to extract useful
prognostic information from the presence of clinically
silent, Doppler detected, mitral regurgitation through
morphologically normal valves is not new—its negative
impact on the prognosis of acute infarction has been
recognised for over a decade.4 However, a fundamental
prerequisite in attempting to utilise this type of information
is an appreciation of the factors which underlie the
presence of the colour flow signal. The appearance of
mitral regurgitation is dependent upon the mechanical
substrate for regurgitation itself, the fluid dynamics of the
resultant flow disturbance, and lastly, processing using a
colour flow mapping algorithm to produce an image. In
particular, we need to question the reproducibility of find-
ings obtained by diVerent examiners and between diVerent
echo system implementations of colour flow mapping
before we can feel comfortable about extrapolating these
findings into clinical practice.

Mechanical substrates for regurgitation
In some very mild cases of rheumatic carditis and subtle
forms of the “phen/fen” eVect, leaflet damage not apparent
on two dimensional echo is the intuitive mechanism of
subclinical regurgitation. However, in the majority of cases,
the valve is merely responding to changes in ventricular
geometry, pressure loading, or both. In a series of elegant
studies,5 Levine’s group has demonstrated that functional
mitral regurgitation is a dynamic entity, with maximal flow
occurring in early and late systole accompanied by a char-
acteristic mid-systolic dip,6 suggesting a role for the trans-
mitral systolic pressure gradient in determining the sever-
ity of regurgitation.7 In contrast to the study of Allen and
colleagues,1 three dimensional studies in animal models8

and two dimensional clinical observations,6 suggest that
depressed systolic function in isolation does not result in
mitral regurgitation in the absence of ventricular dilatation.
The principal requirements for functional mitral regurgita-
tion include outward papillary muscle displacement, annu-
lar dilatation, and possibly a reduction in leaflet closing
forces.5

Physical properties of regurgitant jet sprays
Despite the presence of ambient counterflows in the
atrium, mitral regurgitation behaves as a turbulent free
jet.9–11 When flow accelerates towards a restrictive regur-
gitant orifice, the flow field progressively narrows in
proportion to the relative increase in velocity until it passes
through the orifice (fig 1). After this, the laminar core con-

tinues to focus, reaching its narrowest point (the vena con-
tracta) just inside the left atrium. While accelerating
through the isovelocity shells preceding the mitral valve
and once within the vena contracta itself, flow is essentially
laminar, providing the opportunity for relatively precise
quantification of flow in experimental studies.12 13 Beyond
this point there is no further acceleration and vortices
develop as the kinetic energy of the laminar core is
progressively dissipated by incorporation of mass from the
surrounding atrial blood.14 This region is termed the jet
intrusion core or flow development region and typically
spans five orifice diameters. The area beyond the jet intru-
sion zone is termed the fully developed zone and the com-
bination of these two regions produces a characteristic tur-
bulent deceleration zone around and beyond the intrusion
core. The jet core (or intrusion distance) varies as a func-
tion of velocity × orifice diameter and thus with larger ori-
fices, a greater flow volume will be required to yield a high
enough velocity for an equivalently long intrusion distance.
Importantly, as the generation of the fully developed core is
a function of kinetic energy (pressure) and not simply vol-
ume, elevations of ventricular systolic pressure produce
larger jet sprays in the absence of any increase in orifice
area.15 16 Other factors influencing the transformation of
the jet core into the fully developed turbulent jet spray
region include atrial pressure, pulmonary venous flow, and
contact with the atrial walls.

EVect of instrument settings on flow visualisation
The fundamental, and well recognised, problem is that
colour flow imaging is a misnomer as it provides
information on the spatial distribution of velocity but not
flow itself. Flow is accessible (velocity × area = flow rate),
but as we do not currently have easy access to regurgitant
orifice measurements in clinical practice, we are tempted
into ignoring area and relating velocity fields directly to
flow. The next problem is that conventional colour Doppler
techniques for the detection of regurgitant flows rely
predominantly on the magnitude of the kinetically
determined turbulent jet spray deceleration zone and not

Figure 1 Flow patterns associated with regurgitation through a restrictive
orifice.
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on quantification of the laminar flow in the acceleration
zone or vena contracta. Methods to quantify this laminar
flow are unsuitable for mild regurgitation (measurement of
the proximal isovelocity surface area) or are currently
employed only as research tools (digital analysis of the
convergence zone or the use of power Doppler to quantify
the vena contracta12). As outlined above, increases in the
driving pressure increase the magnitude of regurgitation to
the first power; however, this is compounded by the fact
that the jet spray area visualised by colour Doppler
increases to the second power making the appearance of
the regurgitant jet particularly sensitive to changes in blood
pressure. Thirdly, variations in detection rates may be
attributable to changes in machine settings relating to
processing of the Doppler signal or to variability between
individual manufacturers. This is a subject that has
received relatively little attention in the literature and
would be expected to be a particular problem for relatively
subtle reverse flow signals unaccompanied by turbulence.
In one of the few available studies, Jones and colleagues
found that for the same degree of regurgitant flow, visual-
ised jet area increased as a function of instrument gain and
transmit frequency, while decreasing with increases in
pulse repetition frequency.17 In addition, changes in clutter
filter settings (often linked inversely related to gain), trans-
ducer frequency, and pulse train packet size all determine
the magnitude of the visualised jet spray.11 Subsequent in
vitro studies have suggested that, in addition to the eVect of
a variety of colour maps, diVerences between individual
manufacturers’ machines are attributable to diVerences in
the autocorrelation velocity estimation algorithm used to
encode variance.18

Practical problems in using valvar regurgitation to
predict clinical outcomes in adults
The two papers1 2 in this issue of Heart relate to children
and adolescents; in these populations the frequency of val-
var regurgitation is low (< 3%)19 20 and its presence more
likely to be pathologically significant. The problem in
adults is that the frequency of mild mitral regurgitation
increases with age (19% by a mean age of 54 years in the
Framingham cohort,21 exceeding 80% by 80 years22) to an
extent that makes it diYcult to attribute much significance
to its presence. Matters are further compounded by the
poorer imaging windows often available in these patients.

Thus the conceptual process involved in attempting to
relate pathological events to the presence of mild
regurgitant flows on colour Doppler is far from straightfor-
ward. Current Doppler techniques visualise the velocity of
turbulent jet sprays, not the regurgitant volume, and are
heavily pressure dependent. In future, techniques utilising
digital Doppler quantification or power analysis of the
acceleration zone and vena contracta may provide more
quantitative solutions to this problem. In the meantime any
study attempting to quantify these events requires rigorous
standardisation of Doppler settings, a restriction of the
types of machines employed, and simultaneous measure-
ment of blood pressure. Although the presence of mild

regurgitation through apparently structurally normal
valves may provide clinically useful information in paediat-
ric populations, its high frequency of occurrence renders it
of less practical use in adults.
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